SALVESEN LOGÍSTICA ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY POLICY

SALVESEN LOGÍSTICA, being entirely aware of the impact that originates its activity, is committed to developing it in a sustainable manner, establishing this Po licy as the foundation of its
Environmental Commitment and developing a process of continuous improvement understanding the respect for the environment as part of our Corporate Social Responsibility.
Environmental Responsibility is present in all the members of the Company, starting from the Management Committee as Sustainability main precursor of the Company and transmitting to
all its structure and workers.
Relating to the unavoidable Commitment to Environmental Sustainability, Salvesen Logistica carries out the following actions:
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Create and transmit our Ecological Culture to suppliers, subcontractors and third parties, as well as collaborate with the relevant environmental authorities, ensuring that
we comply with all the legal requirements in addition to the voluntary commitments assumed by the organization and those acquired with the client and other parties.
Establish environmental objectives and goals in our business decisions and promote environment protection in a global manner, raising awareness among all employees
and integrating activities that promote good environmental practices inside and outside the workplace.
Provide the necessary resources that allow us to reach the goal of ZERO POLLUTION / ZERO EMISSIONS and maintain the course towards Excellence in Sustainability.
Focus efforts on the MAXIMUM REDUCTION of CARBON FOOTPRINT as a basis for mitigating climate change.
REDUCE WASTE GENERATION and emphasize on the correct origin segregation by every employee and on the optimal management of th ese through the principles of
Reduction, Reuse and Recycling.
CONTROL DISCHARGE to the public network considering water as one of the essential resources of Nature.
Assume as a Key objective of the company THE DECREASE OF CONSUMPTION since all unnecessary consumption has a negative impact on the Environment.
AVOID or minimize ACCIDENTS risk that, may not only affect people or cause material damage, but also imply an Environmental Impact.
Utilize the best available technologies to eliminate possible environmental impacts and thus move towards an competitive, safe and healthy environmental future.

This Policy implies a commitment to the environmental performance continuous improvement through an Environmental Management System. The implementation of this Policy is a
fundamental objective of the Directorate, and it is every employee responsibility to comply with it to ensure sustainability and respect for the Environment at all Salvesen Logistica scope. It
is also transmitted, guarantying that its knowledge is assured to all concerned parties of SALVESEN LOGÍSTICA.
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